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ARIAS: Automated Retinal Image Analysis
System
Nashwa El-Bendary, Aboul Ella Hassanien, Emilio Corchado, and Robert C.
Berwick
Abstract In this paper, a system for automated analysis of retinal images is pro-
posed. This system segments blood vessels in retinal images and recognizes the
main features of the fundus on digital color images. The recognized features were
defined as blood vessels, optic disc, and fovea. An algorithm called 2D matched fil-
ters response has been proposed for the detection of blood vessels. Also, automatic
recognition and localization methods for optic disc and fovea have been introduced
and discussed. Moreover, a method for detecting left and right retinal fundus images
has been presented.
1 Introduction
Medical imaging has become a major tool among the modern health care commu-
nity because of the visual documentation and record storing for the patients and for
its ability to extract information about many diseases [1]. Discovering visual infor-
mation can lead to evidences for the diagnosis of a disease; typical examples could
be the X-rays or Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). Manual inspection and la-
beling of a large image data set by medical experts is a tedious and slow task that
inevitably leads to a decreasing performance over time for the same expert. This is
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due to the fact that two experts could get different conclusions when they are given
the same visual data because of the difficulty related to the data analyzed or the vary-
ing image conditions. Therefore, using large databases for medical imaging brings
specific challenges, such as the necessity of tools that can tackle and process this
large amount of data in useful and helpful ways for medical experts. Also, image
data analysis may require the collaboration between experts, possibly in different
locations. This is true in a telemedicine environment, where timely responses are a
critical requirement [1]. These most desirable features for a computerized medical
image analysis system are (i) Facilitating the automatic/semi-automatic image anal-
ysis by establishing a common repeatable procedure and accordingly increasing the
performance and reliability of the entire analysis. (ii) Supporting image storage and
management, allowing the collaboration between experts in different locations for
the different studies.
In ophthalmology, the retinal analysis is a key field for the early diagnosis of
several diseases. It is clear that in this environment, it is necessary for a medical
imaging computer system to fulfill the features previously described is necessary.
Some telemedicine studies have been performed in the field of ophthalmology [2].
The automated retinal image analysis system (ARIAS) proposed in this paper pro-
vides the ophthalmologists with a framework where retinal images can be managed,
analyzed and stored in order to process retinal images to assess the condition of the
patients.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section (2) gives a brief overview
of retina and retinal images. Section (3) presents the architecture of the proposed au-
tomated retinal image analysis system (ARIAS) and describes its phases. Classifiers
and results are discussed in section (4). Finally, Section (5) summarizes conclusions
and discusses future work.
2 An Overview
The eye is an organ associated with vision. It is housed in a socket of bone called the
orbit and is protected from the external air by the eye lids [3]. The retina of an eye
is an essential part of the central visual pathways that enable humans to visualize
the real world. Retinal images tell us about retinal, ophthalmic, and even systematic
diseases [4]. The retina is a multi-layered sensory tissue that lines the back of the
eye.It contains millions of photo receptors that capture light rays and convert them
into electrical impulses [5]. These impulses travel along the optic nerve to the brain
where they are turned into images.In a normal fundus images, the Optic Disc (OD)
is brighter than any part of the retina and is normally circular in shape [3]. It is
also the entry and exit point for nerves entering and leaving the retina to and from
the brain. A typical retina fundus image, the bright OD. Retinal images are being
used by ophthalmologists to aid in diagnoses, to make measurements, and to look for
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change in lesions or severity of diseases. Particularly, the appearance of blood vessel
is an important indicator for many diagnoses, including diabetes, hypertension, and
arteriosclerosis. An accurate detection of blood vessels provides us the basics for the
measurement of a variety of features that can then be applied to tasks like diagnosis,
treatment evaluation, and clinical study. In addition, the detected vessel network
supports the localization of the optic nerve and the multimodal/temporal registration
of ocular fundus images [4, 6].
3 Automated Retinal Image Analysis System (ARIAS)
The proposed automated retinal image analysis system in this paper is composed
of four main phases; pre-processing, segmentation, registration, and identification
phases. Figure 1 describes the structure of the proposed system.
3.1 Pre-processing Phase
The main objective of preprocessing techniques is to attenuate image variation by
normalizing the original retinal image against a reference model or data set for sub-
sequent viewing, processing or analysis. Variations typically arise within the same
image (intra-image variability) as well as between images (inter-image variability)
and in order to obtain meaningful information from an image, it is necessary to
compensate for this variability. Intra-image variations arise due to differences in
light diffusion, the presence of abnormalities, variation in fundus reflectivity and
fundus thickness. Inter-image variability is particularly important for longitudinal
studies. Differences between images may be caused by factors including differences
in cameras, illumination, acquisition angle and retinal pigmentation [7]. The prepro-
cessing of both monochromatic and color retinal images may be loosely classified
in terms of the correction for non-uniform illumination, contrast enhancement and
color normalization. Before we enter the dominant processing stages, we manipu-
late a retinal image in such way that it later performs the basic standards for the
following processing. The standards that should be fulfilled are the dimensions of
the image, color and the illumination standard. To overcome the problem of a poor
intensity image we normalize we normalize the image to can re-scaling or offsetting
the data as necessary. To achieve this we abstract the lowest intensity value from ev-
ery pixel in the image and secondly we divide all pixel intensities by the highest one.
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Fig. 1 Baseline structure of the retinal image analysis system
3.2 Segmentation Phase
Segmentation involves dividing images into subsections that are of particular in-
terest, such as defining areas of an image that are appropriate to be subsequently
analyzed, or finding circles, lines or other shapes of interest. Segmentation can stop
when such objects of interest have been isolated. Retinal vessel segmentation is
an essential step of the diagnoses of various eye diseases [8]. Automating the seg-
mentation process provides several benefits including minimizing subjectivity and
eliminating a painstaking, tedious task. Segmentation of retinal vasculature from the
retinal images is used in many medicine disciplines, e.g. eye disease identification,
biometrics or image registration.
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3.2.1 Fovea Segmentation
The fovea is a small, slightly concave area without retinal capillaries and its detec-
tion is very important for ocular diagnosis systems [6]. It appears as a dark area,
in contrast to the rest of the retina where retinal vessels are enhanced by the flu-
orescent liquid as in figure 2. The fovea is so important because some specialized
cells that provide central vision lie in it. Therefore, the severity of a lesion partially
depends on its distance to the fovea [9]. Fovea segmentation process is described in
algorithm (1).
Algorithm 1 Fovea segmentation algorithm
1: Entering the original image
2: Controlling the degree of brightness and darkness of the image
3: Converting the grey level image to binary image using certain threshold; using the lowest
percent of the intensity image pixels (t = 0.99) a binary image is created that predominantly
contains pixels of the optic disc
4: Finding the most darkness region in the binary image which is the fovea
5: Finding the fovea region of the original image
3.2.2 Optic Disc (OD) Segmentation
Localization of the optic disc is the identification of the center of the disc either by
specifying the center of the optic disc or placing a mask within a particular region
of the retina [8]. Segmentation of the optic disc usually refers to the subsequent
task of determining the contour of the disc. Optic Disc (OD) localization provides a
great medical importance in helping other retina image analysis tasks such as ves-
sels tracking, fovea localization, recognition of left and right eyes and finally image
registration [8]. The disc center and contour are often prerequisite landmarks in es-
tablishing a frame of reference for identifying retinal anatomy and pathology. The
dimensions of the disc may be used to calibrate measurements in retinal images;
for example, the fovea, which is the center of vision, is located between the major
temporal retinal vessels approximately 2.5 disc diameters temporal to the temporal
edge of the optic disc [7]. Localizing the optic disc is also a prerequisite for the com-
putation of some important diagnostic indices for hypertensive sclerotic retinopathy
based on vasculature, such as central retinal artery equivalent and central retinal
vein equivalent [8]. Finally, the retinal vessels emanate from the center of the optic
disc. Therefore, the disc may be used as a starting point for vessel tracking methods.
Algorithm (2) shows the steps of OD segmentation process.
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Algorithm 2 Optic Disc (OD) segmentation algorithm
1: Entering the original image
2: Controlling the degree of brightness and darkness of the image
3: Converting the grey level image to binary image using certain threshold
4: Finding the brightest region in the binary image which is the optic disc
5: Specifying the center of optic disc and finding the center of the circle that encloses the majority
of pixels concentrated in a small region
3.2.3 Vessel Tree Segmentation
The segmentation and measurement of the retinal vessels is of primary interest in
the diagnosis and treatment of a number of systemic and ophthalmologic conditions.
The accurate segmentation of the retinal blood vessels is often an essential prereq-
uisite step in the identification of retinal anatomy and pathology. In addition, the
segmentation of the vessels is useful for image registration or spatial alignment of
images. The registration of images, which are often acquired using different modal-
ities, is a critical operation in parametric imaging and the longitudinal monitoring
of retinal appearance. In this paper, an algorithm called Matched Filter Response
(MFR) has been proposed for the segmentation of blood vessels in a retinal image.
The strength of the MFR algorithm is coded in gray scale: the darker a pixel, the
stronger the response. Notice that the strong responses may be not vessels, so it is
necessary to use probing threshold for ensuring that strong responses are vessels [7,
10]. Algorithm (3) represents the steps for vessel tree segmentation.
Algorithm 3 Vessel tree segmentation algorithm
1: Entering the original image
2: for each imagedo
3: Convert the image into Gray scale
4: Apply Matched Filter Response (MFR) to the image
5: end for
6: Blood vessel tree results
3.3 Vessel Tree Tracking Phase
The proposed algorithm for vessel tree tracking consists of four steps; (1) Generate
the histogram of the green component and obtain new processed image, (2) Apply
the matched filter to the histogram matched image to enhance blood vessels, (3) Use
probing threshold to distinguish between vessel segments and the background in the
MFR image, and (4) Label filtering technique is used to remove the misclassified
pixels. Matched filtering for the detection of the vasculature convolves a 2D kernel
with the retinal image. The kernel is designed to model some feature in the image
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at some unknown position and orientation, and the matched filter response (MFR)
indicates the presence of the feature [7]. The concept of matched filter detection is
used to detect piecewise linear segments of blood vessels in retinal images. Blood
vessels usually have poor local contrast. The two dimensional matched filter kernel
is designed to convolve with the original image in order to enhance the blood vessels
[11]. A prototype matched filter kernel is expressed in equation (1).
f (x,y) =−e
−x2
2σ2 |y| ≤ L
2
(1)
whereL is the length of the segment for which the vessel is assumed to have
a fixed orientation. Three primary characteristics determine properties of the ker-
nel. Vessels, which usually have a limited curvature and may be approximated by
piecewise linear segments; the diameter of the vessels that decreases as they move
radially outward from the optic disc; and the cross-sectional pixel intensity profile
of these line segments that approximates a Gaussian curve.
The segments created by simple threshold are used only to locate a set of starting
points to initialize the probe queue. The segments themselves will not appear in the
final segmentation unless the probing procedure causes their ”reappearance” and
classification as vessel. This process of initialization allows the pixels with a strong
response to the matched filter to act as candidate vessels, with the design that not
all need necessarily become part of the final segmentation. Each pixel in the probe
queue is used as a starting point for threshold probing. The probing is iterative; the
iterations are used to determine an appropriate threshold for the area being probed.
The initial threshold is the MFR image value at the starting pixel. In each iteration,
a region is grown from the start pixel, using a conditional paint-fill technique [8].
The paint-fill spreads across all connection pixels that are not already labeled
and that are above the current threshold. Once the paint-fill is complete, the desired
attributes of the grown region are tested. If the region passes the tests, then the
threshold is decreased by one, and a new iteration begins [12].
3.4 Identification Phase
Automatic segmentation of blood vessels in retinal images is very important in early
detection and diagnosis of many eye diseases. It is an important step in screening
programs for early detection of diabetic retinopathy, registration of retinal images
for treatment evaluation (i.e., to follow the evaluation of some lesions over time or
to compare images obtained under different conditions), generating retinal maps for
diagnosis and treatment of age-related two macular degeneration, or locating the
optic disc and the fovea [13].
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4 Experimental Results and Discussion
Optic disc contour segmentation is usually performed after identifying the approx-
imate center of the disc. Identifying the contour of the optic disc is a non-trivial
problem. The natural variation in the characteristics of the optic disc including the
previously described differences in pigmentation and myelination of the nerve fiber
layer are significant problems for defining the contour of the disc. Blood vessels may
cross the boundary of the optic disc obscuring the rim of the disc with the edges of
vessels also acting as significant distracters [7, 14].
The optic disc is usually the brightest component on the funds, and therefore a
cluster of high intensity pixels and high variances will identify the optic location so
control process of the brightness degree is done to obtain the optic disc. Figure 2
presents OD localization and segmented vessel tree.
The human retina is a thin tissue composed of neural cells that is located in the
posterior portion of the eye. The retina has ten layers and it presents the surface
inside the back of the eye, upon which images that have passed through the pupil
are focused. The proposed system contains six analysis of retinal image. With the
segmented optic disc in the candidate Region of Interest (RoI) area, we extract the
vessel information from the optic disc via its green channel. It is found in our exper-
iments that the central retinal artery and vein are most distinct in this channel. The
optic disc is divided into left and right halves. The extracted vessels from the optic
disc are then summed up in its columns and projected horizontally across the x-axis.
The pixel intensities in each half are compared against each other. The half which
indicates lower pixel intensity denotes that it is the temporal sector. If the temporal
sector is on the right half, it signifies a right eye, and vice versa. If the fovea is in
the right side of the optic disc, then the eye is on the right otherwise the retina is on
the left eye, as shown in Figure 3.
(a) Original image (b) The fovea location (c) Segmented blood vessel
Fig. 2 Fovea localization and Segmented vessel tree
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(a) Right eye (b) Left eye
Fig.3 Distinguishing between right and left eyes
5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, an automated system for retinal images analysis has been presented.
The proposed system segments blood vessels in retinal images and recognizes the
main features of the fundus on digital color images. The recognized features were
defined as the blood vessels, optic disc, and fovea. An algorithm called 2D matched
filters response has been proposed for the detection of blood vessels. Also, automatic
recognition and location methods for optic disc and fovea have been introduced and
discussed. Moreover, a method for detection of left and right retinal fundus images
has been presented for deciding whether the infected eye is the left or the right eye.
Retinal image analysis can lead to early detection of several pathologies such
as hypertension or diabetes. Screening process requires the evaluation of a huge
amount of visual data and, usually, the collaboration between different experts and
different health care centers. These usual routines demand new fast and automatic
solutions to deal with these situations. Web-based systems for image analysis in the
retinal imaging field are required to provide a fast and reliable work environment
for retinal experts.
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